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ABSTRACT
Geo-distributed (GD) training is a machine-learning technique that
uses geographically distributed data for model training. Like Feder-
ated Learning, geo-distributed machine learning can provide data
privacy and also benefit from the cloud infrastructure provided
by many vendors in multiple geographies. However, GD training
suffers from multiple challenges such as performance degradation
due to cross-geography low network bandwidth and high cost of
deployment. Additionally, all major cloud vendors such as Amazon
AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform provide services
in several geographies. Hence, finding a high-performance as well
as cost-effective cloud service provider and service for GD training
is a challenge. In this paper, we present our evaluation of the perfor-
mance and cost associated with training models in multi-cloud and
multi-geography. We evaluate multiple deployment architectures
using computing and storage services from multiple cloud vendors.
The use of serverless instances in conjunction with virtual machines
for model training is evaluated in this study. Additionally, we build
and evaluate cost models for estimating the cost of distributed train-
ing of models in a multi-cloud environment. Our study shows that
the judicious selection of cloud services and architecture might
result in cost and performance gains.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computingmethodologies→Model verification and valida-
tion; • Computer systems organization → Cloud computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many large enterprises have their data servers located across the
globe to store their customer data. The conventional way of training
models in such scenarios involves collecting data at one data center
by transmitting over a wide area network (WAN). However, the
prevailing government regulations such as the General Data Protec-
tion Regulation (GDPR) enforce user data protection by restricting
enterprises from owning data rights [33]. Federated learning [15]
(FL) has emerged as a popular solution to address the problem of
data islands while preserving data privacy.

GD training based on FL involves training models using data re-
siding in multiple geographies. The need for GD training originates
from the distribution and partitioning of data in different regions
of the globe to preserve data privacy, government regulations, com-
pliance laws, etc. One of the popular approaches for distributed
learning is FedAvg [22] which involves local model training by each
client. All participating clients share the gradients with the server
which are aggregated and communicated back to each client. Local
clients use aggregated gradients to update their models. The model
training is a compute-intensive process and requires dedicated re-
sources such as Virtual Machines (VMs) or bare-metal machines
via IaaS offering on cloud. However, GD training imposes multiple
challenges such as

• Cost escalations due to frequent model sharing across ge-
ographies. Additionally, performance degradation and fluctu-
ations are expected as communication overwhelms the low
bandwidth of WAN between participating locations [12].

• Capacity planning is a challenge due to heterogeneity in
data sizes distributed across multiple locations. An optimal
distributed training architecture and placement of resources
such as client VMs, and storage services in various geogra-
phies is necessary for performance and cost advantages.

These challenges can be mitigated by judiciously choosing cloud
resources and services available from cloud vendors. All popular
cloud vendors have unique features such as configurations and
cost models for the corresponding services provided by them [26]
resulting in diverse performance and cost for a given workload.

All cloud service providers share cost models for their services.
However, multi-cloud deployment of an application results in com-
plex cost models. A robust cost for a multi-cloud deployment can
result in estimating the expenses for multiple deployment scenarios.

As discussed above, aggregators perform computations sporadi-
cally when gradients are available from all the clients. Serverless
instances are good options for running aggregators due to pay-as-
you-go cost model. Major Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) provide
serverless platforms known as Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) such as
AWS Lambda [3], Microsoft Azure functions [23], and Google func-
tions [10]. FaaS billing is based on pay-as-you-go such that you pay
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only for the actual uses of the resources, unlike IaaS where users are
charged for running instances even if they are idle. However, there
are a few limitations of serverless instances such as (a) peer-to-peer
(P2P) communication is not possible between serverless instances
and (b) Serverless instances do not have persistent storage. These
challenges can be addressed in FaaS using cloud storage services
such as AWS S3 [4], and Google Cloud Platform (GCP) storage [9].

Further improvements in performance and cost are possible by
using a hierarchical design of aggregators [5, 19, 29]. An intermedi-
ate layer is added to aggregate the gradients of the workers from a
region or geography before performing a global aggregation.

An in-depth understanding of the performance and cost of GD
training architecture in a multi-cloud environment is essential to
build an efficient system. Also, apriori knowledge of the system
performance and cost of deployment would be advantageous for
making judicious decisions. In this work, we analyze GD training
architectures using IaaS, FaaS, and storage services from AWS, Mi-
crosoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform (GCP). We also propose a
and cost model for estimating the performance and cost of GD train-
ing in a multi-cloud and multi-geography environment. Succinctly,
our contribution is as follows

• We evaluate multiple Geo-distributed training architectures
using IaaS and FaaS services from multiple-cloud vendors.

• We study a hierarchical architecture for aggregating the
gradients using a serverless platform. An investigation of
the impact on performance and cost due to the placement of
the aggregator in a particular geography is presented.

• We present a model for estimating the cost of training using
multiple cloud services in a multi-cloud environment.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We discuss related
work in Section 2. Our architecture and its evaluation are discussed
in Section 3. We discuss our cost model in Section 4. The experimen-
tal setup and analysis are presented in Sections 5 and 6 respectively
followed by the conclusion in Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK
Geo-distributed training is being explored by researchers in both
academia and industry [1] [12]. Several distributed training frame-
works employing data parallelism, like Horovod [30] and HOG-
WILD [27], have been created.. An efficient communication library
for distributed training of deep learning (DL) models in a public
cloud cluster is presented in [31]. Most of the large-scale distributed
training frameworks are designed for data distributed within a
data center or a region. In very recent work, a framework called
Multi-FedLS is proposed for reducing execution time and manag-
ing resources on a cloud for Federated Learning applications [6].
The framework provides insights into VM instance selection in
multi-cloud but does not consider FaaS serverless platforms.

Previous research has investigated gradient aggregation tech-
niques employing parameter servers [16] and all-reduce meth-
ods [18]. A GD training framework called Cloudless-Training based
on a parameter server-based approach is presented in [32]. Another
framework known as sky computing is designed to accelerate GD
computing in a federated learning [35]. Distributed GraphLab [20]
is an extension of GraphLab [21] and directly targets asynchronous,

dynamic, graph-parallel computation in the shared-memory set-
ting, which leads to network congestion reduction in distributed
ML training. However, the mentioned frameworks focus on perfor-
mance improvement in terms of latency and resource utilization in
multiple geographies but do not consider multi-cloud environments.
The acceleration of communication in a LAN and WAN environ-
ment for geo-distributed learning is presented in [1]. However, the
work is focused on geo-distributed training using a single cloud
data center in different geographies.

A framework called COSTA [7] is designed for cost monitor-
ing and managing the workload migration to the public cloud.
The placement of parameter servers in a wide-area network for
geo-distributed machine learning is discussed in [17]. Finding the
optimal data storage service in a multi-cloud environment using
optimization algorithms is presented in [28]. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no prior study on performance comparison
cost estimation for ML training using IaaS as well as FaaS cloud
services in a multi-cloud and multiple geography environment.

Nebula-I [34] is a framework for collaboratively training DL
models over remote heterogeneous clusters specifically GPU and
NPU connected via low-bandwidth. Nebula-I successfully helps to
launch training tasks over cloud but training the general model
is still a challenge. A geo-distributed ML system called Gaia [13]
decouples the intra and inter-communication between data centers
located in various geographies enabling different communication
and consistency models for each. The advantages of multi-cloud
deployment for AI workflows have been studied in [24–26]. How-
ever, it was primarily for inference workload which had different
characteristics as compared to the long-running model training
process.

Although few frameworks have been proposed for GD training,
very little is known about the performance and cost implications
in a serverless and multi-cloud environment. We believe that this
work is a pioneering effort to study the performance and cost trade-
offs in training models using IaaS, FaaS, and storage services from
multiple cloud vendors.

3 OUR ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we discuss the proposed architecture. As shown in
Fig. 1, GD training involves following steps

• (Step 1)Workers spread over multiple geographies or regions
fetch training data from storage and train the model on a
mini-batch from the data.

• (Step 2) On completion of the mini-batch, by all participating
workers share gradients or local models with the aggregator
or parameter server.

• (Step 3) The aggregator collects the data and sends back the
aggregated gradients or model to all the workers.

• (Step 4) Workers update their models and continue with the
next mini-batch of the data.

Training in Gradient Descent (GD) can be classified into central-
ized and de-centralized architectures. In a centralized architecture,
all the workers from different geographies send their model or
gradients to one master located in one of the geographies (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1: GD training architecture

However, in a decentralized architecture, local updates are aggre-
gated in each geography and then also shared with the master for
global updates (Fig.2).

Figure 2: (a) Centralized architecture for GD training (b) De-
centralized architecture for GD training

We use LambdaML [14] framework developed for training small
ML/DL models in a distributed environment using a cloud server-
less platform and storage services specifically in AWS. We have
modified the original LambdaML framework to run workers on
VM for training large models as well as aggregators using server-
less instances in conjunction with storage services. Our modified
implementation of LamdaML supports a multi-cloud environment
allowing worker VMs, aggregator, and storage services to run on
AWS, Azure, and Google cloud platforms. We continue using server-
less instances for aggregation for cost savings and high scalability.

In our evaluation, we use an iterative training procedure called
FedAvg [22]. Each participating worker trains the model locally
and communicates its gradients to the serverless aggregator via
cloud storage service. The server aggregates the gradients received
from all the clients and synchronizes with all the workers in various
geographies.

Figure 3: Our architecture for multi-cloud GD training

Ourmulti-cloud GD training deployment architecture, illustrated
in Fig. 3, involves initializing VM instances across various geogra-
phies and clouds (AWS, Azure, and GCP) based on data storage ser-
vice locations and their respective CSPs. Each VM instance acts as

a worker, retrieving training data from associated cloud block stor-
age services like AWS S3, Azure storage, or GCP storage. Workers
share gradients with an aggregator via cloud storage service (GCP
storage or AWS S3) after completing one mini-batch of training
data. A serverless instance (GCP function or AWS Lambda) handles
gradient aggregation due to restrictions on persistent storage and
P2P communication in FaaS. The aggregated gradients are then
saved back into the storage service, and all workers update their
local models accordingly. This process repeats until convergence.

4 COST MODEL
In order to estimate the total cost of our architecture in a multi-
cloud environment for GD training, we developed cost model. The
total cost 𝐶 of multi-cloud geo-distributed training includes the
following components - cost for compute (𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒 ) incurred by
workers and aggregator, cost for storing the gradients in storage
service (𝐶𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 ) and the cost for data transfer (𝐶𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑓 𝑒𝑟 ).
All the rates are cloud vendor-specific and vary with each region.

𝐶 = 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒 +𝐶𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 +𝐶𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑓 𝑒𝑟 (1)

4.1 Compute Cost
Compute cost (𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒 ) includes cost due to workers VMs (𝐶𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑆 )
and aggregator or FaaS (𝐶𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑆 )

𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒 = 𝐶𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑆 +𝐶𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑆 (2)

Compute cost for worker VMs (𝐶𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑆 ): The worker VMs are billed
for the entire duration for which it is used. The cost depends on
the type of machine, region, and the cloud provider. The cost for
IaaS or VMs for 𝑛 workers is given by

𝐶𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑆 =

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑇𝑣𝑚_𝑖 ∗ 𝑅𝑣𝑚_𝑖 (3)

where 𝑇𝑣𝑚_𝑖 is the time taken for processing and 𝑅𝑣𝑚_𝑖 is the
cost rate for the 𝑖𝑡ℎ VM. Different cloud service providers offer
different configurations of virtual machines and the cost rates vary
for each cloud region. Compute cost for Aggregator (𝐶𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑆 ): Each
invocation of the aggregator FaaS function is billed for the memory
configured for the execution duration as follows:

𝐶𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑆 = 𝑇𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑆 ∗𝑀𝐺𝐵 ∗ 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑚 (4)

where 𝑇𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑆 is the execution time of the function, 𝑀𝐺𝐵 is the
memory configured for the function and 𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑚 is the billing rate
(vendor and geography specific) per memory-time consumed.

4.2 Storage Cost
Storage service is billed for the size of the data stored and the
number of operations performed on the storage objects. These
operations include writes, reads, deletes, lists, etc. Each operation
has a unique billing rate.

Let𝑚 be the model or gradient size to be stored in the storage
service. Each worker writes a gradient file in the storage, and the
aggregator writes the final updated model to storage. Hence the
number of writes is 𝑛 + 1, where 𝑛 is the number of workers. As
mentioned in section 3, the aggregator gets triggeredwhen aworker
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writes local gradients to the storage. At each of these invocations of
the aggregator, it lists all files present in storage to checkwhether all
workers have written their gradients or not. Hence there are 𝑛 list
operations in each batch. The aggregator function reads the gradient
files from storage created by each of the workers. Similarly, each of
the workers reads the final aggregated gradients from the storage
resulting in 𝑛 ∗ 2 read operations. Each worker sends multiple read
requests to the storage service till the aggregated gradients are
saved by the aggregator and available for download. Although read
requests failed till the aggregated gradients were available, these
𝑙 read requests made to storage incur charges. Hence, there are
(𝑛 ∗ 2 + 𝑙) read requests billed. The aggregator deletes the 𝑛 model
files created by the workers and only the updated model remains
in the storage. Delete operations are free from all cloud providers.
The total cost for storage per iteration is given as,

𝐶𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =𝑚 ∗ 𝑅𝑠𝑡 + ((𝑛 ∗ 2 + 𝑙) ∗ 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 ) + (5)
((𝑛 + 1) ∗ 𝑅𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 ) + (𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 )

where 𝑅𝑠𝑡 is the cost rate per GB per month. 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 , 𝑅𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 , and
𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 are the rates of reads, writes, and lists respectively. Here Rate
is for 1000 requests and 𝑅𝑠𝑡 is the cost per GB per month.

4.3 Data transfer Cost
In a multi-cloud and multi-geography scenario, data is transferred
across clouds and geographies of various CSPs. Generally, all in-
coming traffic or ingress is free for all cloud providers. However,
all data transfers outside the cloud or geography are billed. The
data transfer is billed for the total size of the data. Based on the
cloud provider and geographies, either inter-geography or outward
traffic rates are applied for the data transfers.
Inter-cloud transfer: When traffic leaves a particular cloud to other
cloud providers or outside the internet, it is billed as per internet
egress or outward transfer rates of the source cloud geography. Cost
of Data transfer (𝐶𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑓 𝑒𝑟 ) during an iteration of multi-cloud
geo-distributed training consists of outward transfer from workers
(𝐶𝐷𝑇 _𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑆 ), aggregator (𝐶𝐷𝑇 _𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑆 ) and storage (𝐶𝐷𝑇 _𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 ).

𝐶𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑓 𝑒𝑟 = 𝐶𝐷𝑇 _𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑆 +𝐶𝐷𝑇 _𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑆 +𝐶𝐷𝑇 _𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 (6)

Transfer from workers: Each worker writes the gradients of size𝑚
to the storage. The cost of data transfer for 𝑛 workers is

𝐶𝐷𝑇 _𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑆 =

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑚 ∗ 𝑅𝑣𝑚_𝑖_𝑠𝑡 (7)

where 𝑅𝑣𝑚_𝑖_𝑠𝑡 is the cost rate of billing for transfer from the cloud
region of 𝑖𝑡ℎ VM to the storage cloud region.
Transfer from FaaS: Aggregator writes the updated model of size𝑚
to the storage

𝐶𝐷𝑇 _𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑆 =𝑚 ∗ 𝑅𝑎𝑔𝑔_𝑠𝑡 (8)

where 𝑅𝑎𝑔𝑔_𝑠𝑡 is the cost rate of billing for transfer from the cloud
region of the aggregator function to the storage cloud region.
Transfer from Storage: Aggregator reads the gradients from storage,
one gradient file (size 𝑚) per worker. Total 𝑛 gradient files are
transferred to the aggregator FaaS function. Additionally, each of

the 𝑛 workers fetches the updated gradients of size𝑚 from storage.

𝐶𝐷𝑇 _𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = (𝑛 ∗𝑚 ∗ 𝑅𝑠𝑡_𝑎𝑔𝑔) + (
𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑚 ∗ 𝑅𝑠𝑡_𝑣𝑚_𝑖 ) (9)

where 𝑅𝑠𝑡_𝑎𝑔𝑔 is the cost rate of billing for transfer from the cloud
region of storage to the aggregator cloud region. 𝑅𝑠𝑡_𝑣𝑚_𝑖 is the
cost rate of billing for transfer from the storage cloud region to the
cloud region of 𝑖𝑡ℎ VM.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We conducted a comprehensive study on the GD training archi-
tecture, focusing on two use cases: our in-house recommender
system (NISER) [11] using a Graph Neural Network Algorithm on
the diginetica [8] dataset and sentiment analysis employing LSTM
on the IMDB dataset. The recommender system is trained on 720K
sessions and 43K product items, generating 17MB gradients, while
sentiment analysis uses 50K movie reviews with 49MB gradients.

Models were trained in a distributed environment across Mum-
bai, London, Oregon, and Sydney. Workers ran on VMs from Ama-
zon EC2, GCP, and Azure with consistent configurations (2 cores,
8GB memory). FaaS instances from AWS Lambda and GCP func-
tion deployed gradient aggregators configured with 1GB memory.
Training data was fetched from AWS S3 storage, and gradients were
stored on S3 and GCP storage. Completion time and cost for one
mini-batch were recorded in all experiments, with cost calculated
using CSP billing services.

6 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we perform an analysis of experiments conducted
by placing worker VMs and aggregators in various geographies
and clouds.

6.1 Data transfer bandwidths
We study the bandwidth available when data is transferred from
the worker VMs to a storage service. We consider 4 regions namely
London, Mumbai, Oregon, and Sydney resulting in a total of 16
combinations of source and destination. VMs are from AWS, Azure
and GCP. Storage services are from AWS and GCP. Hence for each
source-destination chosen, there are 6 combinations of VM-storage
service. Right side graph of Fig. 4 gives the bandwidth during an
inter-geographies transfer, while left side graph shows the band-
width when the source and destination are in the same geography.

• As expected, intra-region transfers have higher bandwidth
as compared to inter-region bandwidths

• For inter-region, the transfer to AWS S3 from any of the
three cloud worker VMs (AWS, Azure, GCP) has higher band-
widths than the transfer to GCP cloud storage (Fig. 4).

• For transfers within the same region, transfer to AWS S3 is
better than transferring to GCP cloud storage in the majority
of cases. The only exceptions are - GCP worker VM to GCP
cloud storage transfer in London and Oregon regions (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Use case NISER: Upload bandwidth for gradient
transfer fromworker VM (AWS, Azure, GCP) in source region
to Storage service (AWS S3, GCP Cloud storage) in a same
and different geography.

6.2 Effect of cloud vendor and aggregator on
mini-batch time distribution

As previously mentioned, the total time for one mini-batch includes
worker training time, gradient uploading, aggregation time, and
aggregated gradient downloading. In this experiment, we inves-
tigate how aggregator placement and cloud vendor choice affect
each aspect of the total mini-batch time. Specifically, we conduct
experiments with all workers in GCP across four geographies: Lon-
don, Sydney, Mumbai, and Oregon. We measure the mini-batch
execution time using Google function and Google storage in each
of these locations (5a). The same experiment is then repeated with
VM workers in the AWS cloud across the same geographies, utiliz-
ing an AWS Lambda instance as an aggregator with AWS S3 storage
(5b). We observe the following

• The maximum time in a mini-batch completion is consumed
by the aggregator in waiting to receive gradients from all
the workers. This is due to the synchronization of workers
by the aggregator. This is followed by time spent in sending
the gradient from the workers to the aggregator and back.

• Minimum time per mini-batch is consumed when worker
VMs, aggregator, and associated storage reside in AWS cloud
(Fig.5b) and the maximum time is consumed when worker
VMs, aggregators, and storage are from GCP.

• While the total time to complete a mini-batch remains con-
stant within a specific cloud, the duration of each phase
varies based on aggregator placement. In Fig. 5a, although
the total mini-batch time remains around 14 seconds regard-
less of the aggregator’s region, there are significant varia-
tions in the time distribution across different stages when
the aggregator’s location is altered.

6.3 Effect of aggregator placement and cloud
vendor

In this experiment, we study the effect of aggregator placement
and the choice of cloud vendor on performance. In this set of ex-
periments, we choose worker VMs for model training in multiple
geographies but all from one cloud vendor at a time. However, the
aggregator for each of these experiments is chosen from a combina-
tion of AWS Lambda, and Google functions with AWS S3 and GCP
storage (GS). For example, Fig.6a shows data for worker VMs in
AWS distributed in four different geographies. The latency and cost

comparison is done by placing aggregator and storage combina-
tions (Lambda+S3, Lambda+GS, GCP+S3, and GCP+GS) in Mumbai,
London, Oregon, and Sydney. We observe the following:

• For both the use cases, we get minimum latency by placing
VMs in the GCP cloud and using Lambda and S3 for aggre-
gator and storage in Mumbai regions (Fig.6c and Fig.7c).

• For both the use cases, we get the minimum cost of deploy-
ment when placing all VMs in AWS and using Lambda and
S3 for aggregator and storage respectively in the Oregon
region (Fig. 6a and Fig. 7a).

• The choice of GCP function and GCP storage as aggregator
results in higher latency in most of the cases irrespective of
the cloud chosen for worker VMs.

• As expected, the use of worker VMs, aggregators, and storage
from the same CSP is cost-efficient. However, the same is
not true for the latency.

These observations can be attributed to the unique cost models
and available network bandwidth between cloud services as well
as cloud vendors.

6.4 Effect of aggregator hierarchy
In this experiment, we analyze how the aggregator’s placement
impacts the cost and performance of training models for the NISER
use case. Fig. 8 illustrates the cost and time required to complete
one mini-batch when using global and regional aggregators with
workers hosted in AWS and GCP clouds. It’s evident that having
a single global aggregator yields lower latency compared to an
architecture employing regional aggregators in each geography
alongside a global aggregator. This is mainly because, for a small
number of workers, network latency overhead outweighs aggregate
computation delays. Also, AWS Lambda instance as an aggregator
results in a lower latency as compared to the GCP function instances.
This is due to the higher compute capacity and network bandwidth
observed in AWS as compared to GCP.

In case we use multiple regional aggregators (Fig. 8), the gra-
dients are aggregated locally and transferred to storage. Hence,
the total cost of gradient transfer is due to aggregator to storage
transfer in each geography. Unlike the case of one global aggregator
where all VMs in each geography transfer data to global storage.
The difference between the overall cost for both of these deploy-
ments depends on participating geographies. For example, the cost
of using only a global aggregator is 50% higher than having regional
aggregators when the aggregator and storage are placed in London
(Fig. 8) in AWS. This is due to the reason that gradients are coming
to London aggregator and storage for aggregation from other ge-
ographies and VM egress cost is 5× and 4× higher in Sydney and
Mumbai respectively compared to London [2].

6.5 Cost Model Validation
To validate our cost model with use case NISER, we execute a multi-
regional training experiment. This involves deploying 4 workers
across distinct geographical regions utilizing AWS EC2 instances.
S3 bucket is used as an intermediate storage with Lambda serving
as an aggregator at one of the locations. Our experimentation en-
compassed 100 batches of training, during which we meticulously
track costs from AWS cost management console. Furthermore, we
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Use case NISER: Time split for mini-batch execution with various deployment scenarios. (a) Worker VMs (GCP),
Aggregator (GCP Functions) and Storage (GCP) (b) Worker VMs (AWS), Aggregator (AWS Lambda) and Storage (AWS S3) (c)
Worker VMs (GCP), Aggregator (AWS Lambda) and Storage (AWS S3)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Use case NISER - One mini-batch completion time comparison when worker VMs run in (a) AWS only (b) Azure
(c) GCP cloud. The aggregator (FaaS) and storage combinations are chosen from AWS and GCP and placed in one of the 4
geographies at a time in each of the three clouds

(a) Only AWS VMs (b) Only Azure VMs (c) Only GCP VMs

Figure 7: Use case Sentiment Analysis - One mini-batch completion time comparison when workers VMs run in (a) AWS only
(b) Azure (c) GCP cloud. The aggregator (FaaS) and storage combinations are chosen from AWS and GCP and placed in one of
the 4 geographies at a time in each of the three clouds

Figure 8: Use case NISER: Regional Aggregator Effect in AWS
and GCP

projected costs for an identical experimental configuration using
the cost model elucidated in section 4. Our cost model accurately
forecasts costs with a marginal error of less than 3.5%.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented our study on geo-distributed training
in a multi-cloud environment. We propose the use of serverless
functions as gradient aggregators in conjunction with storage ser-
vices from multiple CSPs. We study the performance of hierarchical
aggregator architecture. Our experiments show that the choice
of cloud vendor and placement of aggregators in geo-distributed
training has a significant effect on the performance and cost of
deployment. Additionally, we presented a cost model for estimating
the cost of one mini-batch training in a multi-cloud environment.
The proposed cost model predicts the cost of model training with a
significant accuracy. We believe that the proposed cost model can
be used for estimating the cost of a distributed training architecture
in a multi-cloud environment.
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